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Abstract. This paper describes a distributed security infrastructure for
mobile agents. The first property of the infrastructure is believability ;
this means that mechanisms are provided for authenticating informa-
tion furnished by an agent. A second security property is survivability.
This means that an agent computation can be programmed to survive
attacks by malicious hosts on individual agents; this is achieved through
encryption as well as agent replication and voting. The main feature of
the infrastructure is that mobile agents are themselves used to enforce
the security properties.

1 Introduction

Mobile agents offer a promising approach to Internet programming. An agent is
a program that executes on a host, that can be stopped and then have its execu-
tion continued on another host [25]. The advantage of mobile agents is twofold.
First, they enable computation to be moved closer to where the resources that
they require reside on the network; studies confirm that this can save network
bandwidth for applications [21]. Second, they enable application functionality to
be dynamically deployed to hosts. With applications of the technology including
active networking [24] and mobile computing, mobile agents could bring a new
dimension to Internet programming, so their security is crucial.

Security remains a major problem for the agent paradigm. It is difficult to
prevent a malicious agent from stealing or corrupting information on its host
and in other agents on the host, or from launching denial of service attacks
by over-consuming resources. Further, a malicious host can steal or corrupt
agent information, or even kill the agent [26]. An agent infrastructure must work
around these security problems and offer compensating security properties.

Most work on agent security has focussed on the malicious agent problem,
and notably on techniques for isolating agents that execute on a host. However,
security for agent-based applications requires more than isolation. Two further
properties are survivability and believability. Survivability is about ensuring that
an agent computation can survive attacks on individual agents by malicious
hosts or agents. Believability is about ensuring that the information furnished
by an agent visiting some host can be verified.
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This paper presents a security framework for mobile agents. A key feature of
the framework is that mobile agents themselves are used to implement believa-
bility and survivability. As an example, sensitive computations can be migrated
to safe areas, or agents could move policy components to client sites so that the
client can work off-line (that is, without having to use the network). We give
several examples of these benefits throughout the text. With respect to surviva-
bility, agents help by having computation parts replicated and sent on different
itineraries in an effort to tolerate single attacks [9]. With respect to believability,
an agent carries signed credentials that verifies its bindings, e.g., public key to
agent, agent to owner. A credential can be a disactivated agent, that when ac-
tivated, executes a task that verifies the binding in question. Such a credential
is known as an active credential. For instance, to verify that an agent is not
a daemon, an active credential would verify that it has not been sent a kill
signal by its owner. Using programs for credentials brings much flexibility to the
security framework.

The plan of this paper is the following. Section 2 gives the background to the
security framework, and explains why agents themselves are used to implement
it. We motivate the survivability and believability security properties with the
aid of two examples: an Internet auction room [20] and Internet newspaper
service [18]. Section 3 presents the agent security framework, in the form of
a small language, and Section 4 overviews its implementation in a Java-based
mobile agent system [6]. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.

2 Background

This section outlines the main design choices for the security infrastructure.
Section 2.1 gives an overview of the mobile agent paradigm. The two example
applications are outlined in Section 2.2. We explain why these applications use
mobile agents, and give their security requirements. Section 2.3 identifies the
security properties of the agent infrastructure. Finally, Section 2.4 explains why
agents themselves are used as a basic mechanism for security enforcement.

2.1 The Mobile Agent Paradigm

A mobile agent is a program or object that can be moved between network hosts
during its execution [25]. The first benefit of agents is that computation can be
moved closer to where the data it needs resides, and this can often save ex-
pensive network bandwidth [21]. A second benefit is that it enables application
programs to be dynamically deployed to hosts on which one had not foreseen
to run these programs. Mobility is already exploited by the active networking
community [24], where programs are distributed in packets to routers; this al-
lows application functionality to be taken away from centralized servers. Mobile
computing is another avenue for mobile agents, as users may transfer programs
between portable devices and their main stay-put sites.
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Despite the attraction of mobile code and agent technology, security is still
a major concern. One reason is the malicious agent problem, where an agent
that executes on a host attacks other agents or local resources. The problem is
that to support mobility over heterogeneous hardware platforms, agents usually
execute on software or virtual machines. This means that software techniques
are used to isolate agents from one another, and these are not always effective.
Java-based agent systems for instance isolate agents by running each agent in a
different type-space, e.g., [12]. This approach means that an attempt by an agent
to reference an object in another agent provokes a type error. However, basic
Java classes are shared by all agent type spaces and can be used to bypass the
typing security [6]. Another kind of attack comes from agents over-consuming
resources, with the intent of launching denial of service attacks.

A second security concern with the agent paradigm is the malicious host
problem [26]. An agent is under complete control of its host, which may steal or
modify agent information or even destroy the agent. No general solution exists for
this problem, though privacy homo-morphisms (programs that are ”encrypted”
in such a way that they operate on encrypted data and produce the result in
encrypted form) exist for a small class of problems [8,23]. This can prevent
information from being disclosed to a host, though cannot prevent it from being
destroyed.

Most of the research work into security is concentrating on the malicious
agent issue, by advancing techniques that isolate the execution of agents from
the rest of the system. However isolation on its own is only a first step for
security. A security framework for an agent architecture must furnish further
properties. For instance, an agent that visits a trustworthy host must be able
to authenticate the information that it furnishes. Further, a host that sends an
agent out onto the network on an errand must possess ways to increase its agent’s
survivability (a.k.a. chances of survival). An agent owner does this to cater for
malicious hosts that the agent can meet on its itinerary.

2.2 Example Scenarios

This section outlines some properties for an agent security framework for the
JavaSeal mobile agent system [6]. In particular, the framework is inspired by
two agent applications that run over JavaSeal.

Example 1: HyperNews. HyperNews is a medium-sized electronic commerce
system for the sale of newspaper articles [18]. The system was designed in coo-
peration with Hebdo - a Swiss journal - and aims to allow several newspaper
providers to sell articles on the Internet. HyperNews is implemented using mobile
agent technology. Once an article is published by a provider, it is encapsulated
within, and carried around by, an agent. The reason for this choice is that an
article must be self-contained. It must contain all of the procedures necessary
for payment and reading. In addition, a client must be able to read an article
without having to contact the provider server. The latter property is needed for
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off-line operation (allowing a client to read an article while disconnected), and in
particular for anonymity (which means that a client can read an article without
having his identity revealed to the provider).

Client

Bank

Provider

Miscellaneous sites

12

3

4

3 - Billing agent for payment or receipt verification

2 - Download to client

1 - Publish article

4 - Key for unlocking article

Fig. 1. The network interactions for article usage.

Apart from anonymity, the fundamental security requirement for HyperNews
is that a client must pay a provider for each article of that provider that he reads.

The HyperNews schema is shown in Figure 1. The article contents are en-
crypted with a symmetric key k known only to the bank and provider. When the
client reads the article for the first time, a billing agent is created and sent to the
bank (communication 3 in Figure 1). The bank deducts the price of the article
from the client’s account, and then returns the key k to the client. The client
environment decrypts the article, destroys the key and can read the contents
in a tailored browser. The reply message from the bank also contains a receipt.
When the client subsequently reads the article, the receipt must be validated.
Steps 3 and 4 of Figure 1 are repeated except that the receipt is transferred
in message 3 with k being returned. In the system, messages of steps 3 and 4
are encrypted with a symmetric session key established with the bank by each
client1.

Each provider has a proxy environment installed on the host of each client
that reads one of its articles. This environment is represented by an agent ter-
med a news feed. The news feed agents can enforce extra security checks before
access to an article is granted, and they store receipts for articles of their pro-
vider. Billing agents transfer receipts between clients and the bank; key agents
distribute the encryption keys (c.f., steps 3 and 4 of Figure 1).

One interesting feature of HyperNews is that security policy components
(within news feeds) are agents. For instance, new access control policies for the
news feeds can be distributed just as easily as news article agents. This is an
example of the network savings feature of agents being exploited for security, as
well as the dynamic distribution of programs.
1 A recent implementation of HyperNews uses JavaCards for payment.
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Example 2: Internet Auctions. This example is taken from a project cur-
rently in its design phase, whose aim is to build a reliable Internet auction
room [20]. The architecture consists of a set of replicated auction servers distri-
buted around the globe. The servers communicate using a specialized server to
server protocol. This protocol includes a transaction phase for bid consistency
when the auction participants are distributed. Clients access the auction through
a standard web browser.

An important quality of service in this system is off-line operation. That is,
a user should be able to deposit a bid for an item, log off and connect later to
see if his bid has succeeded. Furthermore, the bid might be for an item not yet
on sale, or for an item that might go on sale. In this case, the bid is activated
when a corresponding item goes on sale. For these reasons, bids in the archi-
tecture are encapsulated within mobile agents. These agents contain the user’s
“instructions” for the bid process.

The main security requirement is that a bidder not be able to modify a
competitor’s bid. This means for instance, that the auction must be able to
authenticate the information furnished by a bid, e.g., the owner identity, the
value of the bid, etc. The eBay auction service was recently the subject of well-
published bad practices where users posed fake bids for their item in the aim
of pushing up the price. This example shows the importance of being able to
validate all bid information. Another security requirement for the agent-based
auction room is that an agent must be able to survive attacks on it on its way
to, and at, the auction servers.

2.3 Mobile Agent Security Policies

The first issue raised when designing a security framework is the kind of security
policies that agents and hosts must support.

One security requirement inherited from traditional distributed system secu-
rity is isolation - that user programs and agents must be protected from each
other, and the host must be protected from agents. This is a requirement on the
underlying agent architecture, and is no different to the security requirement of
any system.

In contrast to traditional programs, an agent is written to execute in different
environments, and even to move during its execution. The owner of the agent can
have different levels of trust in each host. An agent must therefore be adaptable
to the environment in which it runs. This means that it must be programmed
to respond to the differing trust levels of the hosts that it visits, and to adapt
its defenses accordingly. For instance, a host may decide to encode a digital
signature into its agent before sending it to another host, in order to authenticate
that same agent when it returns. Similarly, an agent may decide to encrypt some
of its data before moving to a less trustworthy host.

In our framework, two further properties are defined for agent applications.
The first is survivability. In the auction application for instance, it is especially
important that a bid survive attacks. This means being able to replicate an agent
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and send the replicas on different itineraries. Replica results can then be voted
upon.

A further security property is believability. This means that there must be
a way to verify the information furnished by an agent. A HyperNews agent for
instance must prove that the contents it furnishes are the same as those published
by the provider; a user must prove that the sum of money in his wallet is not
forged. The auction example also shows a range of bindings that a bid agent has
to prove to an auction server:

– Bid to user binding: in order to defeat masquerade attacks where an attacker
forges a bid.

– Bid to quote binding: in order to detect attacks on the integrity of the bid’s
information by a competitor.

– Bid activeness: that a bid that presents itself is still valid, for instance that
it has not received a kill signal from its owner.

– Bid to public key binding: that no revoke has been issued on the public key
carried by an agent.

2.4 Mobile Agent Security Mechanisms

When designing mechanisms for the security framework’s properties of adapta-
bility, survivability and believability, one question considered was how mobile
agents themselves could be used for security. After all, there are several existing
examples of mobile code and agents aiding security.

E.g., Data Verification. One feature of the Semper electronic commerce
framework is its conflict mediation functions that are used during transactions [2].
The role of these functions is to keep each party informed of his obligations at
each stage of a transaction and to propose corrective actions in the event of
a protocol going awry. The functions could run (as an agent) at the host of
each transaction party instead of at a third party host. This approach has the
advantage of allowing security checks to happen “off-line”. Another verification
approach for programs down-loaded to hosts is proof carrying code [19]. This is a
proof of program correctness that is evaluated as the program executes. This is
close to the agent model in that the security program is dynamically distributed
to hosts. �

E.g., Login Applets. A simple login applet reads a name, password and
perhaps other information and then brings this data back to the server. Such
applets are quite common on the Internet. The reason for using an agent is that
the server does not need to block threads for the client while he is typing the
password. The server can process the request fully and completely when the
applet returns. Also, the login procedure for the user need not be known to him
in advance. �

E.g., Active Networking. Active networking, where programs can be dis-
tributed to network nodes to intelligently process application packets, is a na-
tural target for security processing such as key management. The approach has
already been used for mobile fire-walls and intrusion detection, e.g., [3]. �
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There are two ways in which agents are being used in these examples. First,
to move security processing nearer to the user or server; second, to dynamically
distribute security programs. This can be further exploited for survivability and
believability. For survivability, the platform can help increase the chances of an
agent’s survival by providing replication mechanisms so that a computation can
be split and sent on different routes in order to tolerate attacks on individual
agents from different hosts.

For believability, active credentials can be executed to verify properties of
agents. Agents acting as credentials have the advantage that they add behavior
and flexibility to the framework. The case of verifying that an agent has not
received a kill signal for instance is more conveniently done using agents since
the meaning of validity is application-specific, and so requires code specific to
the application. Active credentials are thus similar in spirit to proof-carrying
code.

Caveat. Our goal is not to argue that agents are a panacea for security, but
that their use can sometimes make sense. In practice, security policy modeling
in the Internet context must include risk analysis. For instance, the commonly
cited airline reservation scenario where an agent visits the server of competing
airlines to learn the cheapest fare [26] is becoming the reference example for the
mobile host problem. The security risk is that a malicious server can alter the
quote of a competing company. The scenario is too risky; A less risk prone use of
agents in the airline example is for intelligent or batch bookings. For instance, an
agent is sent to a server with a request “I want 2 seats on a flight to Paris with
an overnight stopover in Bonn. If this costs me more than 100EUR, then reserve
a direct flight”. In this case, the request is being shipped to the server side for
execution; the agent approach is useful because the client-server interaction is
happening on the same machine, unaffected by slow network connections, and
the user can be off-line. From the client’s security viewpoint, the cost of an attack
on his agent is the same as the cost of an attack on the messages that he would
exchange with the airline server in the client-server approach.

Considering risk analysis in the HyperNews example, the key k used to
decrypt the article on the client host is destroyed after the decryption to re-
duce the risk of the key being illegally copied. The browser used to view the
articles is tailored, and does not possess printing or file saving capabilities. Of
course, if the HyperNews platform has been tampered with, then the security is
broken since access to the article key can be got and distributed, thus avoiding
the need for payment. However, the security policy for HyperNews was designed
as part of a business plan and contained an in-depth risk assessment. It was felt
that the effort needed by an ordinary user to subvert his Java platform exceeds
the gain - free access to a few articles which only cost a few centimes anyway.

3 The Security Framework

This section presents the security framework for mobile agents. Agents, naming,
messaging and migration are described in 3.1. Agent security policies are descri-
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bed in 3.2, and the believability and survivability properties in 3.3. We close the
section in 3.4 with some HyperNews agents written in the framework.

3.1 General

The network is composed of a set of inter-connected hosts or places where agents
execute. Every component at a place is modeled as an agent, from mobile pro-
grams to immobile servers. An agent is an object that responds to a specific set
of messages.

Naming. Agents’ variables bind to other agents, places, and primitive data. The
primitive data types are strings, encrypted values and agent name values or
pointers (for treating agent names as first class values). Each agent has a local
name space (LNS) for interpreting names. A place also has a name space.

Whereas an agent’s name space resolves names for primitive types, it delega-
tes resolution of agent names to its place’s space. This is because name bindings
change with agent migration. The name stdio held by an agent at a place might
refer to the I/O component at that place. During migration, this binding is bro-
ken and a new binding for stdio to the I/O component at the destination place
is formed.

There are two reserved names in the architecture. When evaluated in an
agent, Env yields the agent’s current place, and the name Self denotes the
agent itself.

An agent name value or pointer is also a primitive type. Thus, while the
binding n 7→ σ in a space means that the variable n in that space is bound to
agent σ, an entry n 7→ m means that n is bound to the agent/place denoted by
m in the space. The name value m can be a compound name, represented as
a sequence, e.g., 〈 n1, n2, n3〉 meaning that the name n is bound to the agent
or place denoted by the name n3 in the place named n2 by the place named
n1 in the current local name space. A name value is got from an agent linked
to variable v using the expression n:=ref v. The reverse transformation is done
using the cast v:=(A)n where A is the class of the agent (see below).

Communication. The platform on which the framework runs assures isolation.
This means that agents only communicate by exchanging messages. Communi-
cation is not restricted to agents of the same host. Messages are sent and received
using the commands:

Send m to a1 and Receive m from a2

respectively. The send command names a recipient agent a1. The receive
command names a sending agent a2, meaning that it will accept a message from
a2. The receiving agent may also use the expression “any(a2)” to name the
sender. This means that it is willing to receive a message from any agent. After
the message transfer occurs, the sending agent is bound to a2.

A message m is a sequence composed of primitive types (strings, encrypted
values or name values). The receiver may specify an agent, a primitive type or a
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free variable. In the former case, the value must match the sender’s for the send
and receive commands to match. If the latter case, the receive can match with
any sender data, and the variable becomes bound to that data afterwards.

For instance, Send (“hello”, n) to n1 matches with Receive (“hello”, n)
from any(n2), with Receive (any(s), any(n3)) from any(n2), though not
with Receive (“goodbye”, n) from any(n2).

Mobility. Agents can be exchanged between places. An agent may move itself to a
place named p using the command MigrateTo p. An agent may also be explicitly
moved using a SendAgent command, for which there must be a corresponding
ReceiveAgent command at the destination place:

SendAgent a1 to p1 and ReceiveAgent a2 from p2

As with the message exchange commands, the receiver may explicitly name
the sending place and migrating agent, or use a free expression in which the
variable is updated after the communication. After migration, an agent resumes
its execution by having its Restart command executed. All local binding’s in
an agent’s name space remain in tact during the migration; only agent bindings
– those for which the environment is responsible – change.

Creating and Terminating Agents. An agent’s class defines the variables and
code of an agent. An agent is created with the command New, which specifies a
class and a local variable to name the agent. The newly created agent executes
its Start command at the same place as its creator. An agent is terminated with
Terminate n.

Agent programming model. A “reaction style” of programming is chosen for
agents. Whenever an agent is subject to an event e, it reacts by executing a
list S of commands. An agent’s class is a series of e→S event-reaction pairs.
An event could be the Start signal from the environment on creation, or the
Restart signal sent to the agent following its migration. Another event type is
the message or agent Receive action. Agents can execute in parallel, though
an event within an agent is not scheduled until a currently executing reaction
list completes. This choice of programming model is based on experience gained
in programming mobile agent systems (in Java) [6,18]. We have found that for
communicating agents that move around the network, the real programming
effort is spent in identifying all event scenarios that the agent can be subject to,
and programming the agent to adapt to these [6,18].

Simplifications. The architecture has some simplifications. For instance, a host
must control in practice the agents that can move and the termination of agents;
this is the case in the JavaSeal platform [6] over which this security framework
is implemented. However, the primitives suffice for the purposes of this discus-
sion, since we only want to show how the security properties of adaptability,
survivability and believability are programmed.
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3.2 Security Policies

As mentioned, an important security notion in the framework is adaptability.
This means that an agent’s security policy is designed to adapt to its changing
environment, by modifying the access rights for its environment and for other
agents following events (e.g., message receipts, migrations).

An agent’s security policy is self-contained. An agent defines a set of access
groups, where a group represents a set of access rights. An agent a associates a
group with its environment and each other agent that a knows is also given a
group. If a associates a group g with some agent, then that agent possesses the
rights implied by g for a. Reacting to events can involve changing the group that
an agent associates with the environment or other agents, to model the change
in trust that the event brought. An agent’s decision to service a request from an
agent A can depend on the group that the agent currently accords A.

The architecture contains a command that binds a group to a name in an
agent’s LNS, and a Boolean expression that queries the group of an agent:

a becomes G and a has group G

An example of an agent class (and security policy) is given in Section 3.4 for
the HyperNews system. Here an article changes the group it associates with the
environment each time it migrates. Only after an authentication phase involving
a billing agent does the article agent change its group for the environment to
Client. An article only responds to read requests from users in Client envi-
ronments.

Simple Example. A mobile user wishes to compress a file of his that is stored on
a file server. However, the user does not trust his current network and prefers to
send the compression program in an agent to the file server to do the compression
there. In this way, file is never exposed on the network. Of course, the compress
program can be corrupted on the network but the user assumes that the server
can verify sufficient integrity properties of the code down-loaded (e.g., via a
MAC). The alternative to this is to encrypt the file contents while it is on the
network, but why encrypt contents when one can transfer the compress program?
The former solution requires two network transfers of a whole file instead of a
single transfer of a program, as well as two encryptions and decryptions. Both
compress and file are encapsulated as agents. The two places are client and
server. The file agent class defines two groups: Foreign and Friendly. The
file policy is programmed to survey the environment in which it resides, to ensure
that it remains Friendly.

There are four event-reaction constructs in file’s class:

Restart at client → Env becomes Foreign

Receive (”password”) from compress and (Env has group Friendly)
→ compress becomes Friendly
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Start → Env becomes Friendly; server := Env

Receive (”read”) from compress and (compress has group Friendly)
→ Send Contents to compress

The first event-action pair states that when the enclosing agent moves to the
client place, it assigns the group Foreign to the environment. This captures
the fact that the file considers any environment other than the server place as
unsafe. The second reaction governs the authentication of compress to file.
The event is that of the compress agent sending the valid password, which in
this case is the string ”password”. This action is only taken if the environment
is trusted. The reaction states that the compress agent is assigned the group
Friendly. The third construct states that file trusts the environment that
creates it. The fourth construct means that the agent only responds to read
requests from authenticated compress agents (with the String contents of the
file). On arrival at a host, a compress agent must authenticate itself to the file;
this is modeled with the following construct which is part of compress’s class.

Restart at Server → Send (”password”) to file

3.3 Believability and Survivability

Encryption is needed to ensure the secrecy and integrity of messages and agents
exchanged over the network. Keys are carried within a predefined class of agent.
The key carried by a key agent k is denoted k.key. In HyperNews for instance,
keys are always carried by agents; the advantage of this is that keys are distribu-
ted and protected in the same manner as articles. Once a key is created – whether
it be symmetric or asymmetric – it is packaged inside of an agent before it leaves
its creating environment. The choice of keys to distribute is application-specific;
this depends on the properties that the application wishes to enforce.

A key can be used to encrypt a string or an agent, yielding an encrypted
value. Encrypting an agent is equivalent to serializing its code and data (in Java
parlance [1]) and then encrypting the serialized form with the key; this means
transforming its state to a byte sequence format which is suitable for transfer to
disk or over the network.

The architecture contains two commands for encrypting and decrypting:

Encrypt(n1, n2, n3) and Decrypt(n1, n2, n3)

The first parameter in the encrypt command is the primitive value or agent
to encrypt; the second parameter is the encryption key agent. The name n1 is
freed after the encryption. The encrypted value is bound to n3 in the invoking
agent’s LNS. The decrypt reverses this procedure. Decrypting an encrypted agent
instantiates that agent, which receives the Restart event.
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Believability is concerned with the credibility of information. The traditional
example of this is the use of certificates that validate a user’s public key [11,7]. In
this paper’s framework, a credential can be a string message or, as we explained
in Section 2, another agent. The latter is known as an active credential.

EncodeCredential(n1, n2, n3) and ExtractCredential(n1, n2, n3)

The encode command adds a credential to the string, agent or encrypted
value named by n1. The credential is the string (or serialized agent) named by
n3. The credential is encrypted using the key agent designated by n2. The extract
command binds the decrypted credential string or agent to n3.

Another utility of credentials is to describe the behavior of agents. For in-
stance, a provider may wish to bind to his articles the string “This agent is an
article from the Times”. Since serialized agents have credentials, this informa-
tion can be encoded into the transfer format through the credentials. When a
client receives a serialized agent, it can conduct an authentication phase without
having to deserialize the agent, run it and await an authentication message. This
is convenient in agent systems.

Survivability has as its goal that an agent computation be able to tolerate attacks
on individual agents and places. This is an important issue, because the mali-
cious host and malicious agent problems are still significant. Tolerating attacks
requires encryption, being able to encode credentials into data and programs,
as well as computation replication and voting [9] typically used in fault tolerant
and intrusion tolerant systems. For this reason, the agent architecture supports
the following two commands:

Replicate n As 〈n1, n2, .., nm〉 and Receive 〈m1, m2, .., mj〉 from 〈n1, n2, .., nj〉

The first command replicates an agent n as a sequence (n1 to nm) of agents.
The second command is a multi-receive; the receiver blocks until it has received
j messages from any number j of sources. The results can then be used in a vote.

3.4 Example

Figures 2 and 3 show the HyperNews article and billing agents written in the
framework. There are some simplifications; for instance, the exchanges between
hosts should be encrypted and the data structures in the real HyperNews system
are richer. The example illustrates the use of the reactive security policy model
for agents that allows them to adapt to their new environments, the use of
agents for security components, and the use of active credentials. In particular,
the billing agent is an active credential of the reader agent (whose code is not
shown); when a request is made to read the article, this credential verifies that the
reader has enough money to pay for it. Billing agents are replicated to increase
tolerance of malicious hosts.
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Class Article
/* Key words are in bold face */
String Contents, myCode; /* article text and credential tag */
EValue E-Contents; /* encrypted article contents */
Billing b1,b2; /* Billing agents*/
Key key, k;/* Keys to encode article text and Billing credential */
User reader; /* browser agent */
Ref kn; /* reference to key agent */
Place site, creator, bank; /* places of interest: the current site, the publisher and the bank */
/* Policy Groups */
Groups = {PrePaid, Client, MyProvider}

/* Start*/
start → /* on provider site */

Env becomes MyProvider; creator:=Env;

/* Initialisation of data structures */
Receive (Contents,kn,bank) from Env and (Env has group MyProvider) →

key := (Key)kn;
Encrypt(Contents,key,E-Contents); /* encrypt contents */
myCode := “This is my agent”;

/* Download of document requests*/
Receive (“download”) from any(site) →

MigrateTo site;

/* Event signalling migration of agent */
Restart at site → /* security update */

if Env=creator then Env becomes MyProvider else Env becomes PrePaid fi;

/* Reading the article - must initiate payment so send a credentially signed billing agent*/
Receive (”open”) from any(reader) and (Env has group PrePaid)→

ExtractCredential(reader, k, b1); /* The billing agent is an active credential of the reader agent */
encodeCredential(b,k,myCode);
Replicate b1 as b2; /* replicate agents for safety */
SendAgent b1 to bank; SendAgent b2 to bank;

/* Await return of one billing agent; verify credential on arrival */
Receive (“Billing is back”) from any(b) →

extractCredential(b, k, myCode);
if myCode <> ”This is my agent” then /* fails authentication */
Terminate k; Terminate b; fi

Receive “receiptOK” from b ← /* payment made */
Env becomes Client;

Receive (”open”) from any(reader) and (Env has group Client) →
Decrypt(Contents,key,E-Contents);
Send Contents to reader;
Encrypt(Contents,key,E-Contents); /* encrypt contents again and throw away the key*/
Terminate key;

End Article.

Fig. 2. The Article Agent class.
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Class Billing
/* Local variable names */
Place client; /* Where agent is sent from */
Article a; /* The article that the billing agent is working for /
Ref key; /* The key that the bank sends back to decrypt the article */
String result; /* carried to client */
/* Policy Groups */
Groups = {Default}

/* Start*/
start →

Env becomes Default;
client := Env;

/* get the name of the key to ask for at the bank */
Receive any(key) from any(a) →

skip;

/* Arrival at bank site*/
Restart at bank →

Send (ref client) to Env;

/* get result of access decision from bank */
Receive any(result) from Env →

SendAgent (Key)key to client;
MigrateTo client;

/* return to client site and send hopefully “receiptOK” to article */
Restart at client →

Send result to a;

End Billing.

Fig. 3. The Billing Agent class.

4 Implementation Notes

The security framework runs over a Java-based agent system called JavaSeal [6].
JavaSeal is an agent kernel that runs HyperNews. The implementation of the
framework is not very specific to this platform, and can easily be adapted to
other systems, e.g., D’Agents [13], Aglets [15] and Ajanta [16].

An agent is termed a seal in JavaSeal, and is an instance of a subclass of
JavaSeal.seal. Agents are named using Name objects. JavaSeal was designed
with agent isolation as a key goal. An agent’s data is the set of all reachable user
objects from the main seal object. To prevent direct sharing between agents,
each agent possesses a distinct Java class loader. This means that an attempt
by an object of one agent to reference an object of another space is treated as a
type error [1]. This mechanism is used to ensure that agents do not communicate
through hidden channels, but use the provided channel objects of the JavaSeal
kernel. This is how JavaSeal achieves isolation for agents.

A credential in JavaSeal is assignable to each agent A. The credential is made
from a credential tag which is string or (serialized) agent T, from an encryption
key k, and bound into the agent A. The format of a credential is {AI , T}k,
where XK denotes the data X encrypted with key K. In the credential, I is an
identity value associated with agent A. Each agent is given a relatively unique
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512 byte array at creation; this partly consists of a hash on its code array and
is partly randomly generated. When another agent is used as the tag, it is first
transformed into its transfer format. When an agent is transformed to its transfer
format (for the network), its data is serialized and the credentials are added to the
serialized data. The I value is needed so that the kernel can correctly associate
a credential with the agent that it was bound to.

package JavaSeal.security;

protected class Credential {
protected Credential(String tag) {..}
protected Credential(Name tag) {..}

}

public class AgentTransferUnit {
public AgentTransferUnit() {..}
public void activateUnderName(Name n) /* start agent with name n */
public static void AgentTransferUnit disactivate(Name n)
public void encodeCredential(Credential tag, Key k)
public Credential extractCredential(Key k) /* returns null if no
match */
public void saveToDisk(String fileName)
public void readFromDisk(String fileName)

}

An agent is exchanged in a transfer format. This has three components: a
credential, a class archive and the serialized copy of the agent’s data. The API
of the credential and transfer formats are shown above.

The kernel provides communication channels that agents use to exchange
messages. Over this, a library-level RMI mechanism is provided for each agent.
There is an agent method for each event; the method’s body contains the cor-
responding reaction. A dispatch object is instantiated on agent creation that
contains a thread which listens for requests on communication channels, and
which translates these requests to method calls within the agent. This dispatch
mechanism contains the access control list mapping agent names to groups, and
defining the operations that each group permits. The become command is im-
plemented by the dispatch object to change this access control list.

5 Related Work

Much work has been done on agent security. Ajanta is one example of a run-
ning agent-based system that includes mechanisms for protecting agents and
hosts [16]. Cryptographic based techniques implement read-only agent state,
append-only agent state as well as secure host to host channels. The implemen-
tation of credentials in this paper resembles Ajanta’s read-only state. However,
Ajanta does not exploit mobility for application security.
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PolicyMaker was one of the first security frameworks in which a certificate is
more than a data structure that simply verifies the binding of a name to a public
key [4]. A certificate in PolicyMaker actually validates the binding between a key
and an access right. The motivation here is that the end-user’s identity is often
irrelevant; the important goal is to verify that a program that presents a right
did not fabricate or steal that right. Credentials in this paper extend this notion
of certificates. The SPKI-SDSI security architecture adopted the PolicyMaker
approach for their attribute certificates [10,22]. These architectures do not have
program mobility.

Existing examples of mobile code and agents in security architectures are
intrusion agents and proof-carrying code [19]. Proof-carrying code is a form
of executable certificate that is dynamically distributed, and that attests to a
program’s correctness. Mobile agents are used in intrusion detection systems to
detect suspect behavior [3]. The goal in this case is to decentralize the intrusion
detection mechanisms for scalability and efficiency reasons.

Other work worth mentioning include BirliX [14] and L3 [17] from the opera-
ting systems field. These systems encode security policies within programs. The
advantage is that the policy that controls program interaction is more expressive
than that expressible with mechanisms such as capabilities and ACLs.

The goal of the work presented in this paper differs from these related works
in that it 1) seeks to exploit general mobility for security, and 2) outlines a
security policy model for agents.

6 Conclusions

This paper introduced a security architecture for agents that uses agents. It
is argued that using agents can bring security benefits, despite the malicious
host and malicious agent problems. The ideas presented in this paper have been
implemented in the JavaSeal mobile agent platform.

The syntax and semantics of the language presented are given in an extended
version of this paper [5]. This is being used to continue the work in several
directions. First, the semantics can be used for a proof system for properties of
an agent such as, “the agent can never arrive in an environment that it does not
trust”, e.g., ¬�(Env has group UnFriendly). Second, agent and host security
policies can be extended to include notions of resource control and accounting,
so that resource usage can be charged to some principal. A third extension to
this work is to formally integrate risk analysis into the agent security policy
modeling process so that the impact of agents on security can be more formally
measured.

Program mobility is becoming an omnipresent feature of the Internet,
through models such as active networking, network computing and mobile devi-
ces. Future security architectures should not ask with whether mobile agents are
a component of the architecture, but rather what type of agents the architecture
uses, e.g., police agents, traffic control agents, auditors, secret service agents,
etc.
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